Recently, Smolyaninov et al. [1] reported the realization of a 2D sub-wavelength resolution microscope using surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) propagating on a gold film bounded by the glass substratum and a glycerin droplet [1] [2] [3] . The main idea of [1] is that SPPs should, for a laser wavelength λ 0 of 500 nm, have a very short wavelength of λ SPP ≃ 70 nm which implies an ultimate resolution of λ SPP /2 ≃ 35 nm. We disagree on the conclusions of [1] because the SPP wavelength is too large and their propagation length too small to enable the described in-plane imaging process. Indeed, the claims in [1] are based on the assumption that the SPP modes confined on a gold metal film are described by an effective Drude model (see Fig. 1 of [1, 2] ) requiring precise compensation of the imaginary parts in the denominator of Eq. 1 of [1] (Eq. 1 supposes λ SPP ≪ λ 0 and ǫ gold ≃ −ǫ d ). However their analysis here is questionable since in a real metal (see [4] ) losses modify fundamentally the ideal SPP dispersion relations considered in [1] . In order to show that we calculated numerically the dispersion relation for SPPs confined on a 50 nm thick film as used in [1, 2, 3] . Fig. 1 clearly reveals two bound SPP modes which are highly damped in the optical region λ 0 ≃ 500 nm.
As visible in Fig. 1a the SPP wavelength (= 2π/Re{K SPP }) at such λ 0 takes values centered at 250 nm to 300 nm while the propagation lengths (L SPP = 1/(2Im{K SPP })) reach values between 40 and 250 nm (see Fig. 1b) . These values agree with similar theoretical [5, 6] and experimental [7] analysis but disagree completely with the interpretation presented in [1] .
Therefore the explanation of the image formation in Fig. 2 
